MINUTES OF MEETING
AIRPORT CONSTRUCTION CONFERENCE
THURSDAY, APRIL 19, 1951
Attending:

Representing:

F. J. Schnitzer
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Thos. s. Byrne
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W. A. Satterwhite
W. A. Rubottom
T. R. Buckman
W. H. Miller
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Meeting convened at 10:35 a.m.

Mr. Thelin presented the approved Change Order No. 3 on the Terminal Building to
be submitted to C.A.A. Also, a supplemental contract covering Gasoline Distribution
System was submitted to Mr. ByTne for signature. A meeting was arranged to be held
immediately following this conference to discuss the proposed application to the
C.A.A. for additional projects.
Mr. Byrne advised that arrangements have been made with the Layne-Texas Company
to install a pump on the deep water well to be used temporarily to get water for the
project.
Mr. Thelin advised that following a review of the plans on the Water System and
Sewage Treatment Plant plans, they would be submitted to C.A .A. for approval and would
be advertised for bids within approximately four (4) weeks. It will be probably seven
to eight weeks before bids will be received, with construction estimated to require
approximately four (4) months for completion. It will probably be six months from date
before the project is completed.
A discussion was held with reference to the probably date of completion of the
Terminal Building and activation of the airport, and as suggested by Mr. Byrne and
Mr. Thelin, it was agreed that plans should be made to coordinate the completion of all
phases of the work and set a date in order to complete all projects at the approximate
date set for completion.
A question was raised regarding Natural Gas and Electrical Service to the Terminal
Building area. Mr. Thelin advised that the relocation of the Electrical Transmission
Line was included in the application under consideration for submission to the C.A.A.
No application is being considered for Gas Service and the Gas Comµ9.ny was given information regarding tentative plan and estimated Gas consumption a year or more ago.
Mr. Thelin stated he would contact Mr. Guy Draughan, Chief Engineer for the Lone Star
Gas Comµ9.ny, Fort Worth Division, re gas service. Mr. Lewis advised that it would
probably take nine months for completion of the field lighting facilities.
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Mr. Byrne will submit by Monday the probable date of completion of the underground work to be done under the concrete ramp area adjacent to the loading fingers,
in order that a date may be determined for receipt of bids for paving ar the ramp
area . It was stated that steel and other :imterials are becoming increasingly more
difficult to secure.
Mr . Schnitzer will advise the action taken by C.A.A. on the proposed consolidation
of Projects 004 and 106.
Mr . Pelich advised that provisions are made on the plans for additional conduit
locations to various concessions for telephone communication services .
A letter from Mr. Schnitzer requesting additional copies of changes and revisions
in the architectural and structural plans was submitted to Mr. Pelich for handling.
Mr . Bucknnn and Miller submitted a tentative plan of the proposed street traffic
layout west of the Terminal Building, and after considerable discussion, the plan was
presented to Mr . Lewis with a request to submit a large layout drawing for discussion
at the next meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 11:20 a.m.
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